
socially-conscious pop song. Who would have ever
thought we would reach this day of socially-conscious
pop? Not me, but here we are nonetheless. Dennen, in
fact, collaborates with two charity organizations that
promote breaking social barriers and working across
differences in the direction of peace. Promise me,
though, that you won’t watch the Make You Crazy
music video that depicts Brett as a clerk at the “Shoes
For the Hopeless” Shoe Store that sells invisible shoes.
It’s poorly-executed symbolism that I’m sure you
won’t mind missing. 

Tracks you might like are numbers 3 and 4, Heaven
and Closer To You. Other than that I’ve found the rest
of the record to sound a bit hyper-formulated. The gui-
tar, drums, bass, and organ parts are solid and straight-
forward but lack originality. And despite being sensi-
tive and well intentioned, the lyrics are predictable. I
bet on your first time through you could finish the sec-
ond half of a handful of his lines. They are elementary
rhymes that you’ve heard somewhere else. 

Regardless, his vocal skill makes it worthwhile and
I wouldn’t be surprised if you run into him again.

By Aaron Charles Peer

Brett Dennen, Hope for the Hopeless,
(Downtown Records)

Dennen has me so undecided. He’s a large, red-
headed, twenty-nine year old singer-songwriter type.
Before this October’s new album, he had released two
folk records that brought him considerable success
beginning in 2004. He toured with John Mayer and did
a night on Leno. Some of his songs were used for Grey’s
Anatomy montages and to promote Hilton Hotels.

When asked about his new album during a WFUV
Interview in Studio A by DJ Darren Devivo, Brett told
Darren that the album has a more upbeat feel than his
past ones. He admitted to having included new “catchy
hooks and melodies.” Dennen explained, “A lot of it is
just that the music is reflecting the music that I’ve been
listening to. I’ve been listening to a lot of African music
and Brazilian music.” Even with his worldly interests,
Dennen’s latest release is a definitively American pop
album. Offering the ‘pop’ title might be damnation, but
I’m pretty sure that’s what’s going on here. This is a
folky kid who
has made
himself a pop-
star. (I bet it
has something
to do with his
Mr. Mayer
beginnings.)
However, his
biography and
my record-
r e v i e w i n g
past have
taught to for-
get genre titles and their limiting nature. And especial-
ly here, Dennen has himself a damn good voice and it
would be a shame if you missed it. 

The aforementioned African influence comes
through particularly strong in the album’s single, Make
You Crazy, which features a stellar collaboration. Femi
Kuti, son of Nigerian Afrobeat superstar Fela Kuti, does
a badass vocal track. Kuti and Dennen and a thorough
percussion section make for a blissful, upbeat, and

TV On the Radio, Dear Science, (Interscope
Records)

Long story short: TV On The Radio’s new LP is
a shoe-in for album of the year. If you haven’t listened
to it already, go and get it. Now. Genre redefining
groundbreaking stuff this is. How many albums can
you say are equal parts George Clinton and Trent
Reznor? Add some Chuck D and Mick Jones for good
measure and we’re just beginning to reach the scope
of Dear Science. 

The opener, “Halfway Home,” illustrates this
notion perfectly, cloaking neatly syncopated tom-
heavy drumming in reverb drenched electric guitar
and pulsating synths. “Is it not me? Am I not folded
by your touch?” lead singer Tunde Adebimpe wails in
a stern falsetto during the refrain, backed by a partic-
ularly effective industrial-tinged chord progression.
About four and half minutes into the song, it explodes
into the climax, a loud punk riff which carries until
it’s drowned in feedback and fades out. 

The best thing about Dear Science is that it’s not
only the strongest TV On The Radio has ever been
musically, but it also somehow maintains cohesion

while incor-
porating so
many influ-
ences.  Case
and point,
“ H a l f w a y
Home” is fol-
lowed by
“ C r y i n g ” ,
whose skitter-
ing drum pat-
tern will
remind the

more badass among us of that seminal classic, “Take
Me Home,” by Phil Collins. Lesser bands would
sound contrived and labored, but TVOTR pull off this
eclecticism with panache and swagger.

The album’s focal point is the two middle tracks,
“Golden Age” and “Family Tree”, the first of which is
a sort-of funk jam with a chorus that erupts into gor-
geous flirtation between strings and horns, complete
with an incredibly danceable beat and playfully
cheesy synth leads. “Family Tree” is a soft ballad fea-

bit of home into their music.  However, they make it
work by balancing out the slide guitar with soaring
vocals and electric guitar.  Another notable track on
the album is “Eyes of Darkness,” which is complete-
ly unlike anything else on Such Fun.  In the beginning
the band chants “eyes of the darkness” in a way that
makes one think of Animal Collective circa Feels.
But the immediate likeness vanishes when a synth
melody, reminiscent of a bumpin’ dance at a senior
center,  kicks in.  They don’t stop with that, though.
They add in some electronic blips and then go on and
squish in
their signa-
ture percus-
sion, guitar,
and vocals.
It’s a key
t r a c k
because it
shows that
they can
throw ran-
dom shit
into a song
and still,
somehow, make it work.  “Eyes of Darkness” is unlike
anything else on the album and seems like it should be
on one of their EP’s and not on Such Fun.  It’s not a
bad song at all—it’s just a little out of place.    

Such Fun serves to establish a standard sound for
Annuals, but at the same time it shows that they are a
band that can experiment and pull off new sounds.
Although some of the tracks are a little out of place,
the album still manages to come together as a coher-
ent work.  As Bob Ross would say (and I’m sure
Annuals would agree), “We don’t make mistakes, we
just make happy accidents.”

By Caroline Cotter

Annuals, Such Fun, (Canvasback)

One of Bob Ross’s paintings is the album artwork
for the new Annuals album, Such Fun.  This is absolute-
ly fantastic.  When I expressed my excitement over this
situation to one of my friends, she had no idea who Bob
Ross was.  This is not acceptable.  Bob Ross (for those
of you who need to brush up on your groundbreaking
artists) was the loveable daytime TV phenom with a big
‘ol fro who would whip up kickass landscapes in a mere
half hour on “The Joy of Painting.”  He would throw
around phrases such as “happy little tree” and “such
fun” when he would get into a painting frenzy.  In fact,
Annuals were so enamored by Bob Ross that their soph-
omore album Such Fun borrows one of his infamous
quips.  

This six-piece band, hailing from Raleigh and
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, are still relatively
unknown despite their prolific work.  Their first release,
Be He Me was released a mere two years ago and since
then there has been a smattering of EP releases leading
up to their second album.  Adam Baker, the frontman of
Annuals, co-produced this album on Canvasback Music
with Jacquire King, who has also produced albums for
music industry heavyweights such as Tom Waits and
Modest Mouse.  King helped the band advance their
sound for Such Fun.  Since this is only their second
album they have the ability to try new techniques to
change their sound, which they proceed to do quite
well.

Annuals get right to business with the first track,
“Confessor.” It picks up where Be He Me left off, with
crashing percussion and harmonized vocals. “Down
The Mountain” starts off with an alarming combination
of goose noises and slide guitar.  Apparently, these kids
from North Carolina have no problem infusing a little

Well, it’s fall, my foot is slowly being melted away
by some species of man-eating bacteria, and I jumped
into a moving garbage truck this weekend screaming,
“It’s taking me to heaven.” My iPod is broken and I
spilled a 4th drink on my laptop, killing it once and for
all, meaning that all my music may potentially be lost
forever. It’s high time to jump into a pile of leaves, chug
a little White Horse, and give nature a good cry or two.
I could even hum some of the songs that I probably
won’t listen to for a long time! Luckily, the computers
here at the print shop all have headphone jacks, and I
can attest to some really bangin’ records that dropped
recently/leaked on these two pages. Plug in, give em a
download, and go to town. 

In other news, this picture above makes a lot of sense
right now, but it’s been a long weekend, and I’m not
making any promises. Thank you, Joe McCarthy. The
more time you spend on photoshop and the less time
you spend huntin’ commies, the better my section turns
out. 
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Devin the Dude, Landing Gear, (Razor &
Tie)

The thing about Devin the Dude is that he is
unabashed about his interests and passions: bitches,
brews, and blunts are the three things that drive Mr.
Copeland’s life, intertwining in various blunted situa-
tions in Houston and beyond. This is not to suggest
that there is a limitation to Devin’s raps; in fact, his
monotonous flows belie the fact that his twisted,
ridonkulous metaphors and similes are some of the
best in the business. However, Landing Gear, the
newest album from Devin, is a departure in two ways.
It is his first on label Razor and Tie after fifteen years
on Rap-A-Lot records, a significant change for a rap-
per whose former label afforded him the chance to mix
his hardcore raps with a deep Southern twist. 

While Devin has always been one to dabble in
unorthodox beats, this is possibly his most toned down
effort to date. In fact, the beats and the introduction of
more melod-
ic flows sug-
gest an
almost Ne-
Y o - l i k e
R’n’B quali-
ty, which
leaves much
room for
error. The
R’n’B that
t y p i c a l l y
d o m i n a t e
D e v i n ’ s
tunes, reefer and beer, are still plentiful here, as is the
singsong style that has separated him from other simi-
lar rappers. However, the beats, which used to encom-
pass almost sci-fi synthy beats, and the hooks, which
ranged from ballads to bangers, all swing to the softer
side on Landing Gear. 

However, in an era of codeine and kool-aid domi-
nated rap, weed-driven softness provides a refreshing
step back and is a suggestion that not all rappers need
to be gangbanging hustlers, something Devin has
never pretended to be. However his swagger is defiant,
not framed by weapons but rather by his own confi-
dence; it is rare to see a rapper so stunningly (and
bluntly) comfortable in his own skin without needing
a posse or some pussy to make him seem hard. One
thinks the weed has a lot to do with this. The album
unsurprisingly kicks off with the line “Well hello all
my weed smoking friends…,” illustrating that Devin
will never steer too far from his core constituency, and
“In My Draws,” elaborates on the pros and cons of
bud. It’s great to smoke, it’s great to have lots, it’s
great to fuck while high, but it blows to be searched by
a cop simply looking for a reason to challenge a black
male. 

Devin’s brushes with controversy are in his debat-
ably misogynistic lyrics, but they are as triumphantly
funny, and occasionally endearing, as any stand up skit
or joke told on the corner. On “I Don’t Chase ‘Em,”
featuring a typically raucous Snoop Dogg, the two
stars trade stories of their own power over the fairer
race, and the pleasures of the rap game. While most of
his songs tread the balance between finding love and
fucking, fucking is his passion for now. The brilliant
“El Grande Nalgas” is a standout, fusing salsa with
stoner-rap while addressing the advantages of women
with beautiful glutimus maximuses. His passion for
brews is evident, too, as he sings about being busted

for a DUI and how fame can be a blessing and a curse
when it comes to one’s sauce habits. 

In spite of the obvious nuggets of Devin’s genius in
the album, it feels like a slightly less polished product
than Waitin’ to Inhale. The dirtiness seems less inspired,
the hooks more bland, and the guest appearances lack
gusto. One could blame it on the booze and brews, but
I’ll blame it on too much soulless R’n’B hooks. 

By Ben McLaughlin

problems on “Ready For Whatever” when he says
“I’m dealing wit’ the pressure from my partner dyin’
next to me / Think ‘cause no one’s arrested, they
comin’ for me eventually.”  

Paper Trail works on almost every level.  There
are blunt smoking, Hennessey drinking, rims riding
bangers, and there are also insightful, self reflective
glimpses into the life of one of rap’s greatest talents
who is having to face a gritty past he thought he
escaped.  The whole album is expertly produced, set to
great beats, and well written.  It is honest, powerful
and satisfying to listen to.  It’s also a great time.

By Sam Wadhams

T.I., Paper Trail, (Atlantic Records)

Things have been interesting for T.I. lately.  The
rapper released T.I. vs. T.I.P., which went platinum.
Awesome.  Then he got set up on a gun buy by his body-
guard and arrested by federal agents.  Bummer.  Then he
made another album, Paper Trail, the contents of which
happen to account for roughly 50% of all music current-
ly played on the radio.  He’s under house arrest and
looking at serving time in prison starting in 2009.
Bummer.  Paper Trail goes gold on release.  Sweet.     

While T.I. vs. T.I.P. was a muddled, half-realized
concept album, Paper Trail is a much more straightfor-
ward collection of bangers and anthems that serves as a
much better showcase for T.I.’s considerable talent.
Musically it is beautifully executed, a sonic party.  This
is unsurprising, as the album likely had a production
budget reminiscent of a Bruckheimer movie.  Booming
synths, big bass, and a lot of ratatattat snare hits com-
bine in such a way that the whole album seems to shim-
mer. All the better for T.I. to swagger against.  And
swagger he does.  Bravado is one of the defining char-
acteristics of hip-hop, especially in this generation, and
if bravado were Rick Astley songs, T.I. would be “Never
Gonna Give You Up.”  In “Whatever You Like,” T.I.
attempts to seduce the listener by promising “I’ll gas up
the jet for you tonight, and baby you can go wherever
you like.”  With gas prices being the way they are, that’s
quite a promise.  On the Kanye produced “Swagga Like

Us” T.I. calls
in the cavalry
as he, Kanye
West, Jay-Z,
and Lil’
Wayne each
spit a verse;
that’s the
biggest name
track since
“Luxury Tax,”
and it deliv-
ers.  

W h i l e
much of the album is a tribute to loving money and hot
women, T.I. still has shadows hanging over him, and he
knows it.  His friend and assistant Philant Johnson was
gunned down in a highway gun battle in 2006, and after
he completes his 1000 hours of community service he
will have to spend a year behind bars.  It is these emo-
tional tracks that are the real soul of the album.  T.I.
released six impressive singles before the album
dropped, but it’s when he gets introspective and talks
about his demons that Paper Trail has more soul and
continuity than a greatest hits mixtape.  He addresses his

turing an inspired duet between an echoey piano and a
restless string section that features the prior mentioned
Tunde Adebimpe and backup vocalist/rhythm guitarist
Kyp Malone harmonizing beautifully euphonic lyrics
over an equally beautiful melody (“And in the shadows
of the gallows of your family tree / There’s a hundred
hearts so free”).

As phenomenal as everything is thus far, the
strongest track in the album has yet to come. Late gem
“Love Dog” starts off with a morose The Album Leaf-
styled electric piano and a procession of harmonious
“ooooh’s”. The song snowballs from minimalist to full
orchestration, complete with brass, woodwinds, and
strings to great effect. It’s an exquisitely poetic story of
despondence and sadness to which no record review
really could do full justice.

The album is, however, not without its blemishes.
“Stork and Owl” comes off as encumbered and over-
bearing. Were it not for small details such as the deli-
cately plucked strings and Adebimpe’s unrestrained
vibrato, the song would seemingly crumble under its
own weight. Fortunately for both the band and the lis-
tener, the negatives are rare and the positives numer-
ous. This album is a carefully crafted and eloquently
executed experimental masterpiece and only time will
tell whether or not it influences the direction of the cur-
rent post-punk revival. One can only hope.  

By Lenny Raney
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“Chinese Democracy” - Guns ‘N Roses
After a fifteen year lapse since "The Spaghetti
Incident?", Guns 'N Roses has finally released music
of  its own volition. Now reduced to the sole core
member Axl Rose and his amalgamation of premier
80s and 90s artists (including Robin Finck of heyday
Nine Inch Nails fame), this first official release shows
that an Axl Rose ego-trip, a completely new backing
band, and a decade and a half of separation has not
tainted the GnR "sound." Rife with sampling, shred-
ding, and tasty alt-rock riffs lie, or rather, rock under-
neath Axl Rose's always-on, angst-ridden, nasally
vocals, this is a tune that could just as easily sit along
the masterpieces of yore, and is sure to please the fans
of they bygone days of Appetite for Destruction and
Use Your Illusion I & II. 

“Robocop” - Kanye West
RoboCop is a 1987 Cyberpunk film directed by Paul
Verhoeven. The film features Peter Weller, Dan
O'Herlihy, Kurtwood Smith, Nancy Allen, Miguel
Ferrer and Ronny Cox. Set in a crime-ridden Detroit,
Michigan, in the near future, RoboCop centers on a
police officer who is brutally murdered and subse-
quently re-created as a super-human cyborg, other-
wise known as "RoboCop". RoboCop explores larger
themes regarding the media and human nature in addi-
tion to being a big budget action film. It has spawned
merchandise, two sequels, four television series and
two comic book adaptations.

"Horsetail Feathers"- Final Fantasy
Final Fantasy's Owen Pallett writes songs composed
mainly of his superb vocals, violin and a loop
machine, but his upcoming EP Plays to Please goes
about things a little bit differently, using a band of 33
classically trained musicians playing everything from
bassoon to trumpet. Opener "Horsetail Feathers"
begins with a light piano line before a full band
crescendo that ends up as the jazzy, almost ragtime
melody that carries the rest of the song. But just as
things feel a little too bizarre even for Final Fantasy,
Pallett's signature croon enters, singing typically sur-
real lyrics about being "smarter than a chair" and
"picking horsetail feathers from my eyes". Much of
what Pallett sings is absolute nonsense, but his voice
and phrasing are so beautiful it hardly matters. The
song continues through several tempo changes into a
halting finale, but I really have no idea how to talk
about even vaguely classical music. Just give it a lis-
ten.

“Knifeman” - The Bronx 
The Bronx is not from the Bronx. “Knifeman,” one of
the tracks off their upcoming third full-length album
The Bronx (III) (yes, they have three self-titled
albums), shows the Bronx straying away from the
standard formula punk rock that dominated their first
and second album. This track is a straight spoonful of
rock, and Matt Caughthran’s voice compliments the
pulsing guitar that repeats for the entire song. With a
tasty drum beat to carry it through, the song gets
slightly repetetive and lacks some of the restrained
energy of their earlier work, but if it is in anyway rep-
resentative of the tone of the upcoming album, one
can be sure that it will be worth it. In other news, the
Bronx spends some of their time working as a mari-
achi band for money, and this alone makes them wor-
thy of some praise. 
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